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Thaddeaus Maximus

Thaddeaus Maximus is a player character played by Spaceeye.

Thaddeaus Maximus

Species & Gender: Nepleslian Half ID-SOL Male
Age: 29

Year of Birth: YE 15
Organization: Yamatai Star Empire
Occupation: Star Army Infantry

Rank: Ittô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center
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Physical Description

Height: 6’6”

Mass: 250 Lbs.

Measurements: Classified

Thaddeaus is a tall strong looking fellow. He has long black hair that reaches his shoulders and deep blue
eyes. His shoulders are broad and without his shirt he would have a well defined chest. Moving south you
would find a solid 6 pack. This legs are bulked having trained long hours to one day become a knight.
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Personality

Thaddeaus for the most part a fairly laid back person. The only time he is dead serious is when he is on
the battlefield. His strong desire to protect others drives him to put himself in harms way. Generally
speaking he does not go out of his way to socialize with people. The exception to this when it comes to
his fellow comrades. Around the team he is open and has no issue with talking it up. He does his best to
treat everyone around him with a high level of respect and hopes they do the same in return.

One glaring flaw of his is getting too attached to his fellow troops. While some attachment can be
healthy, at times he takes it too far which can lead to him overrating in a situation. While not so much a
flaw, he finds himself getting into situations with the opposite sex. Whether this is planned or just dumb
luck, he just goes to where the situation leads him.

Quote
One thing I have learned is that everyone needs some loven on the battlefield.

History

Thaddeaus Maximus was born in YE 19 on the world, Asura III. From the very start Thad always had an
eye for adventure. When given the chance he would wonder off for days in the search of a quest or prize.
During his travels he found sword masters to hone his weapon of choice, a gunblade. Call him old fashion
but there was something to be said to win a fight without any power armor. In fact he was more likely to
have on standard armor long before having power anything.

His life was turned upside down when he enlisted with a group that was at war with the Black Knight.
There was evil people and then you had the Black Knight and his band of thugs. Thad had more than one
run in with this fellow. He watched as his bear bro was killed in battle. Seen his girl friend beaten and
tortured. During one encounter while a POW, he was made to perform in a play. He looked good in that
dress but the look of that woman is forever burned into his mind. He was told to beat her and not stop till
told. He knew if he didn't, the black knight would do even worse things. So he lifted that whip and played
his role.

This all came to a crashing end during a major battle. Thad squared off against the Black Knight who was
phased little by his attacks. Thad was beaten and lifted up by his arm. The Black Knight laughing and
enjoy his struggle. Thad took the last of his strength and stab his bear bros claw deep into the neck of
the Black Knight. He had taken it and swore he'd have his revenge.

Mo Than He Bargained For.

During one of his many trips to the bars he came across a young maiden who was wounded after a fierce
fight. He surely could not leave her to die outside a crappy bar so he helped her back to his place. He
fixed her right up and even fed her breakfast. After hours of talking and getting to know each other
better a friendship was born. He would learn her full name was Monica. As they parted he gave her a gift
of a bear claw. After she left he took the bullet he had taken out of her and engraved her name on it.

Time with the NDC
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During this time Thad would continue to grow within the ranks of the NDC. He made it up to Squire prior
to his departure. Noteworth events include working at the University of Osman. His task was gym class
and ensuring everyone who enter came out a hardened solder. It was hardwork since a large amount of
the population was female and more concerned with all things not combat. None the less he was fair and
worked them to overcome all different kinds of hardships.

His next assignment was Operation Crimson Jungle. This thrust him back into the front lines to fight the
forces of evil. The action was tense and the grenades plentiful that battle. It was during this battle he got
to meet another who was just as crazy as he was. At least this is what he thought about Jacky Pine. They
both managed to live to see another day in the sun.

Prior to running off on new adventures, he did get the chance for one large outing with the group. While it
was not filled with battle, playing dress up has its place too. Fun Times. Mixed in with this he would spend
time with Nora. War torn and recovering from her husband being killed, Thad did his part to help out and
spend time with her daughter Mia. It was a casual relationship though was another reminder of the
hardship of war.

Fall of Himiko

Thaddeaus found himself on Himiko after passing out on a trade ship after leaving a bar with a neko.
Which ended up working out well since the planet got jumped by the Kuvexian. This was his first time
running into them and did not take long to add them to his list of races that just got to go. It was also his
first time getting to see the fighter from Yamatai Star Empire in action. He quickly grew to admire these
fighters and seen them as comrades and friends. He met the likes of Menelick and Oshiro Masumi during
his time on that planet. Despite the efforts of everyone the planet would soon fall. Though was not before
Thad had the chance to take out a good amount of Kuvexian.

Army Recruit and First Assignment on YSS Kanagawa

It did not take long for Thad to decide on his next action in life. He walked into the Star Army recruitment
center and signed up. It was here that he got the chance to run into Mia Barber. Someone he hoped to
run into again out on a mission.

Shortly after signing up he was sent off to a new ship, the YSS Kanagawa. What started out as a simple
fetch mission, turned into a life and death situation. The ship was dropped into an unknown section of
space with its power system busted up. It was up to Thad and company to come up with a plan to get out
of this situation. At one point Thad squared off against a large crab beast. This was in addition to all the
space creatures met in this area of space. Though not confirmed Thad talks about him making his way
back riding a space shark.

Thad got a new Pet

Prior to making his way back into known space, Thad picked up a friend. During one of his battles with
space creatures he saved what looked to be a fuzzy eel with small legs and a fin down its back. When it
becomes excited the small fuzzy balls covering its body glow neon colors. He named it Lulu as this
seemed the most fitting of names for this creature. Coming from the same creatures met during his
adventure it also had the same abilities. This included being able to float/fly in space and normal gravity.
It also does not require food in the normal sense. Instead it feeds on Aether. Lastly much like a faithful
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dog, Lulu is highly protective of Thad and making the creature a shork.

Timeline

YE40 Osman University
YE40+3 Operation Crimson Jungle
YE40+4 What's a group of Awkward People Called?
YE41 Mid Year Fall of Himiko
YE42 Star Army Recruiting Center
YE42 YSS Kanagawa
YE43+3 YSS Resurgence

Skills Learned

Sword Arts
Unarmed Combat
Survival Skills

Ribbons

Rescue Ribbon
Combat Award
Service Award

Social Connections

Monica (Buddy)
Nora (Comrade)
Mia (Child of Nora)
Jacky Pine (Friend)
Mia Barber (Wife in Training)
Aiden (Son)

Inventory & Finance

Thaddeaus Maximus currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

In the case spaceeye becomes inactive:
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Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Thaddeaus Maximus
Character Owner Spaceeye
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location YSS Resurgence
Plots Resurgence Of Yamatai
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Ittô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
SAOY Entry Year YE 42
DOR Year YE 44
DOR Month 8
Orders Orders
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